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Falsehood versus Truth;
Connection to False Creation versus Connection to True Creation.
This is what is at the essence of what is on the table for humanity today
and the stakes are the very highest.

November 2012
Consider the following request for your own internal diagnostics: When you read
about things like the USA elections, etc. do you begin to process what the
commentaries, opinions, and all that are and wonder or worry what it means to
your future as a human? Do you wonder if the economy will improve any? Why?
If you still react to these things, try again until you can simply note such events
with a neutral or indifferent point of view and not even need to pay attention to
any post-election analyses by foolish mainstream or “alternative” news political
commentators.
Weeks ago it was “expected” that Obama would be designated president, and at
the very least, that would be the “perceptual meme” to cultivate.
While the vote will take a few weeks to be officially settled, the definiteness and
speed at which the public and electoral votes were announced suggest to me a
certain urgency to near term events. Over the weekend prior to election day, there
seemed some possibility of a sudden switch in direction that would have given the
position to Romney, but for now that seems not to be.
“Designated” is the operative term here, not “elected”. There is no such thing as
“swing states” as presented to the fast-food-media-consuming public. This is
well-defined and well-maintained bit of illusion and stagecraft. The USA election
system is thoroughly rigged for ALL important positions –not necessarily rigged
by any one candidate’s backroom operations, rather moreover by those who have
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the power to override personal notions of ambition and who truly designate what
is to come next.
There is no reason to vote in any important USA election. Given the banality of
local-level elections for urban or county positions, those also tend to be
controlled by whatever the local corruption machinery desires. What remains are
the “relatively untouched” small town and county elections since they are usually
of little concern to anyone outside of the immediate locale.
To be clear, there is no reason to vote –not just because of what the candidates
represent (that has always been the case) –that alone should be enough to trigger
a “cognitive correction” to stay home, take a walk, go paint a picture or plant a
garden. To participate indicates that you still do not understand the basics of the
social control matrix and you might want to consider a remedial program to
“catch-up”. Of course nowadays there is also no “honest” voting process either.
And if you do not know that after the recent decade or so of election exposures,
then you may need attend an additional remedial program. The “electoral
college” has never been anything more than a “sanctifier” of what the dominant
powers-that-be preferences are. Period.
Given all this, it is ludicrous for anyone to be bothered over “international
observers” at the USA polling stations. The voting rolls themselves are already
falsified, votes are falsified, and publicly announced outcomes are confirmed and
decided by secret committees during the final days leading up to an election –and
even then there are special arrangements of certain details to be made postelection. And no, there is no valid exit-polling cross checking either, so you do not
need to bother.
Given the high volatility of these “end-times” there is no guarantee that the
election results presented to the public is what will be the case for January 21,
2013. That said, those-who-decide (the powers that be) do prefer things to be
fairly orderly, therefore it is likely that everything will proceed as usual. If there is
a major “surprise” it will be because greater chaos serves the purposes of those
who dominate the power structures –or because there are events occurring that
are way beyond the purview of the powers-that-be.

Background
In my earlier “editorial” on the election written in March 2008, I did not
appreciate how well the “designer candidate” process had developed. If McCain
represented “generation-1”, then Obama represented “gen-2” or perhaps even a
“gen-3” by the end of his first term. The “new generation” represents those who
were “grown and cultured” from birth –which implies awareness an intention of
this process with regard to potential parents or surrogates and “handlers”.
The extent of induced attention deficit and lack of mental capacity in most of the
population, concealing simple but inconvenient “details” of a major public
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figure’s background has been demonstrated to be of little difficulty. As long as
such individuals effectively serve the purposes of those who maneuvered them
into office, then this information would remain obfuscated to the “mass mind”.
To this day, the truth of events surrounding September 11, 2001 were exceedingly
well “stage managed”.
Various straw figures (such as McCain or Paul) are trotted out as a public
spectacle to better take the measure of the mass social consciousness and to
maneuver population sub-groups into a position that can be “played”.
Sometimes this takes the form of the paternalistic or militaristic jingoism,
sometimes the form of the plastic “corporate polish”, sometimes the appearance
of “reform”.
Following any major election, there are the usual “spin analyses” and the “spin on
the spin”, etc., until it has served its purpose, like so many meaningless stories
designed to distract everyone yet again. There is nothing to be learned by paying
any attention to these media circuses and machinations of empty-headed
commentators. If the powers-that-be want candidate-x to win a national election
over candidate-y, they will make sure that it happens. It is that simple.
The main thing is for each campaign to put up a convincing enough “show”,
which they did. The “spinmeisters” then tell the public various stories to further
reinforce to the populace that the illusion of the election process is “real”.
Campaign managers, like the candidates themselves, have role to play and a job
to do. As long as they play their roles well, they are usually guaranteed a “good
life” under the matrix world order, and may be called upon for follow-up roles in
the future. So for those playing this game at those levels, it is usually always a
“win-win” proposition, and so there are no “losers”. When a candidate is directed
to play the game of “throwing the election”, they will of course do it, such as in
2000. Afterwards, the leading players involved in the charade were rewarded
very well.
Difficult as it seems to be for most, it is important, at the least, to imagine the
existence of multiple tiers of social controllers, some of whom are very influential
and very wealthy, and some are “public figures”. But even in these top tiers, most
do not know the real agenda they are being used for. There are those who are far
more aware of such things who are the hidden deciders of the global direction.
Their agenda is far more esoteric than merely “money and guns”.
One also needs to bear in mind that the social controllers are essentially
demented and thus limited in their thought processes and options. But within the
operating parameters they are most familiar with, they know how to do what they
do and control substantial resources in the human realm. In terms of the mass
populace, there has always been the requirement to minimize perturbations in
the “home guard” and the main base areas of their operations. This pattern is
obvious in examining the social and material support systems for all those
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military bases around the world, whatever national flag they may operate under.
The USA for example was established to function as a massive base of operations,
regardless of shifting allegiance and changes in its public figures.

The Election as National Psy-Op
Rigging votes involves much more than software backdoors to voting machines or
registering dead people to vote, etc. It involves encouraging and discouraging
various population types. It involves massive meme engineering by mainstream
media. It involves turning half the USA into a massive “focus group” for TPTB to
test various models upon.
For those reading this who may still be “amazed” that despite all the exposures of
lies and corruptions via the World Wide Web (WWW) there isn’t greater
awareness, stop and think about this. Just as it is with the mainstream media,
only a small portion of the population has any capacity to “read between the
lines”. The WWW may technically reach a large fraction of the total population,
but of that fraction, a small fraction relies on “the web” for news and information
content. Of that small fraction, it only a small fraction who read “alternative
news” sources and commentaries. Of that remaining small fraction, only a
rarified group actually seeks truthful alternative news, the rest gobble up the false
“alternative news”. Today, there are only a few news sources reporting anything
“news worthy” and barely a handful in the English language that present any
meaningful information. Mostly, there are disparate individuals who have
focused on specific areas of interest to offer some useful information and possible
insights. Most of what is available is falsified news, false or misleading
commentary leading to empty “insights” which only put one back into a “box” of
controlled thought. And yes, much of this “content” is generated by writers paid
to make up stories out of fragments of possibly “factual” (real) information.
The control elite use the elections to gauge the proclivities of the general populace
by openly testing in mainstream society various “hot buttons” that could be used
to manipulate an already conditioned populace. Statistical research would be
used to map the likely value parameters, but then real actors would be needed to
fulfill the roles needed. Enter the parade and charade of candidates.
The major candidates are generally not clued in to the true agendas of those who
place them in office. All are manipulated themselves by various “carrots and
sticks” and only near the end is the “nod” given by those in control to the one who
is to make the cut. (After all they still have to make a convincing show of it all.)
If one were to stage an elaborate psychological operation (psy-op) marking the
start of a new stage in the agenda of the powers-that-be for completing their
global reorganization and control, and if one already knew how little remains of
any "critical thought" capacity in the heavily mind-controlled USA population,
then one would first make a total shambles of the election process with a circus of
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odious candidates as the recent decade or so has shown. We are now well past
this stage.
There is very little likelihood of any type of organized civil uprisings in the USA
and this has been explored by the powers-that-be from many angles already. The
only concern has to do with civil unrest in response to the breakdown of
government during a series of planetary or regional disasters, in the event of a
catastrophically sudden military setback in their global agenda, and during the
next stage of economic collapse. Also the powers-that-be know that a very large
portion of the USA populace will welcome a martial-law situation during an
extremely chaotic and dangerous situation.

What Do You Mean, “We”?!
National elections, major crises, and perceived global-scale threats provide the
powers-that-be with appealing opportunities to project the “we” meme –as in
“we” are all in this together. Depending on the type and scale of the catastrophe,
this can become the easiest way for them to secure “cooperation by cooptation” of
the greatest number while neutralizing malcontents –nationally or globally.
“Oneness” has become a handy term these days. It is widely and abstractly
promoted as love, forgiveness, and embracing everyone and everything without
discernment. This approach is consistent with “false creation” imprinting of
everything under its domain with the false teaching of “freedom” that extols the
individual (and collectively the human species), yet always in a context that omits
connection to true Source and deliberately misdirecting spiritual energies.
This false “oneness” is a high-level “meta-meme” and a creature of the dark forces
which is promoted under engineered social control tendencies including, “new
age”, “new thought”, integral culture”, global climate change, global terrorism,
etc. False “oneness” is widely promoted by the "new age/new
thought/integralist" tendencies that were originally created to serve as a mask for
the-powers-that-be (TPTB) and as one way of ensuring a smooth social order
under their dominion. The 2008 Obama campaign benefited from this quite
well.) These tendencies are very much like the proven mass market consumer
product companies, churning out endless products and brands, all purporting to
offer the secret to ultimate success and happiness. All pander to the banalities of
the individual self in separation from true or original Source.
True Oneness with Original Creation is a high level resonance and attractor
through which genuine healing and spiritual evolution can take place. It is also
the avenue for true awakening. That is why we are here after all, to learn, and to
help as whatever ways possible to undo the dark force influences –and hopefully
not become spiritually exhausted and “consumed” by the process. A tall order to
be sure!
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False Oneness emphasizes self-centeredness in which fosters illusions of freedom
and control–all in the context of maintaining separateness from True Source.
This is applied at all levels of its domain all the way to the human realm. Built in
to this meme there is a collective self-centeredness of the superiority of humanity
and within this various levels of the family unit, race, gender, religions, all tools
used to keep humanity misdirected and manipulated. The powers-that-be have
patiently been working this in stages, always toward the goal of engineering a
more compliant “inmate” population that would gladly manage its own
imprisonment –such has been their long term social engineering strategy.
This was discussed further in the August 2008 article, “Meme Control &
Millennia of Interference with Humanity”. Link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Meme%20Control%20and%20Interference%20
-%20Aug%202008.pdf
When the situation arises, such “gentle” control methods give way to military
force –either to achieve “law and order” or to invade territories outside of their
respective national boundaries.
The sooner we let go of our illusions of human “civilization”, the sooner we can
get on with creating a new way of being, one that is in connection to our true
Source, the original Source of all Creation.
-Alex
P.S.
I have been involved in campaigns in one way or another since George McGovern
and have paid close attention before that to Eisenhower, Lodge, Kennedy Nixon,
and on… yes, my memory is longer than most people’s. I was well aware of the
debates and analyses concerning whether George McGovern deserved the
electoral support from the U.S. peace movements and progressive “left”. Later I
was professionally involved with various local, state, and national campaigns.
Also, for those wondering, I do not now, nor I have I ever been affiliated with any
religion, guru, teachers, or related doctrines.
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